
THE ALLIANCE TO RECLAIM OUR SCHOOLS

PENNSYLVANIA

THE SCHOOLS OUR CHILDREN DESERVE



RECLAIMING THE PROMISE OF PENNSYLVANIA’S PUBLIC EDUCATION

OUR CHILDREN CANNOT WAIT
ANY LONGER FOR PENNSYLVANIA TO PROVIDE THE RESOURCES 

TO ENSURE A HIGH-QUALITY AND ACCESSIBLE PUBLIC EDUCATION SYSTEM

57%

In recent years, more 
than half of 

our schools have seen
increased class sizes.

74%

Nearly three-
quarters of 

school districts 
have cut

programs such 
as physical 

education, art 
and music.

21%

About one-fifth 
of districts have 
slashed tutoring
programs, 
including those 
for children with 
reading and 
math di!culties.

Our child 
poverty 
rate is 

 19%
 

—that’s  
466,638 
children 
living in 
poverty.

For families 
making 
less than 
$20,000 
a year, only  

20% 

have access 
to early 
childhood 
education 
programs.

In 2015, an unprecedented alliance of parents, educators and students across Pennsylvania has come together 
to develop an education agenda that will ensure all students get the high-quality education they deserve.

Fund Our Public Schools Fully and Fairly
Currently, funding is being driven by political calculations, and poorer districts are taking a big 
hit. We need a formula that allocates dollars based on what it costs to educate children. For 
each district, this formula needs to take into account: (1) the number of families living in poverty, 
(2) the number of English language learners, (3) the number of special needs students, and 
(4) the capacity of the local district to pay. The formula adopted and partially implemented by 
Gov. Ed Rendell is a starting point. Full funding requires reordering state priorities in a way that 
will reverse the cuts under the previous administration and make more revenue available for 
schools, healthcare and vital human services. Corporations and the wealthiest Pennsylvanians 
must pay their fair shares. 

Develop Sustainable Community Schools
Sustainable community schools are academically rigorous public schools that provide teacher 
support and educational programs, robust and culturally relevant curricula that include the arts 
and physical education, and “wraparound services” that address the emotional and health 
needs of students, such as nutrition programs and after-school care, to make sure that young 
people are happy, healthy and ready to learn. The state Legislature should work with the 
members of our coalition and other allies to enhance existing community schools and provide 
resources for 100 new sustainable community schools in Pennsylvania by 2018. 

End School ‘Pushout’ and the School-to-Prison Pipeline
Schools should be welcoming and inclusive. Students, parents, educators and community 
residents should feel that their cultures and contributions are respected and valued. Schools 
that push out the most vulnerable students and treat parents as intruders cannot succeed in 
creating a strong learning environment. Respectful schools are better places to both work and 
learn. The Department of Education should provide funding and incentives aimed at improving 
school climate, reducing the use of exclusionary discipline, and limiting the !ow of students from 
schools to the juvenile and criminal justice systems. 

Ensure More Learning, Less Testing 
We believe in real learning and more learning time for our children. We support quality 
assessments that help our children learn and provide meaningful information to teachers to 

help them meet the needs of individual students. We want tests, ideally designed by teachers, 
that align with the curriculum and give timely, informative results to parents and students. The 
skyrocketing use of high-stakes testing in our classrooms (such as the PSSAs, Keystones, GRADE, 
CDTs, CBAs and many others) does not appear to meet any of these requirements. The state 
Legislature must oppose the expansion of costly high-stakes testing in Pennsylvania, and in 
particular the current Keystone Exams. 

Require Accountability and Transparency for Charter Schools
Excessive charter school expansion is destabilizing school district "nances and forcing districts to 
deprive students in neighborhood public schools of vital resources or to shutter neighborhood 
public schools altogether. In recent years, "nancial mismanagement among Pennsylvania charter 
schools has cost taxpayers more than $30 million in waste, fraud and abuse. Pennsylvania needs 
administrative and legislative action to strengthen charter school transparency and "nancial 
accountability. This means state regulations and laws must end restrictive admission, suspension 
and expulsion policies, which allow charter schools to cherry-pick students, and must require 
academic accountability for underperforming charter schools and "nancial transparency for all 
charter schools. Pennsylvania must enact tough academic accountability measures for cyber 
charters, which consistently rank at the bottom in academic performance, and create a funding 
mechanism that recognizes the substantially lower cost of operating cyber charters than brick-
and-mortar charters.

Provide Universal Early Childhood Education
Public funds in Pennsylvania help only 1 in 6 children to access high-quality prekindergarten at 
ages 3 or 4, and too many families cannot "nd or afford a good school for their children. Yet, we 
know that when all children have access to high-quality prekindergarten, which includes instruc-
tion by quali"ed personnel, language-rich environments and seamless transitions to kindergarten, 
the reading readiness gap is closed, student achievement improves and Pennsylvania grows 
stronger. There is a substantial long-term return of $17 for every dollar spent through public 
savings and bene"ts. By 2018, every 3- and 4-year-old child in Pennsylvania must have access 
to a public pre-K program that meets high-quality instructional standards and accreditations. The 
roll-out process should be structured in phases, with support for a stable, quali"ed workforce and 
priority enrollment for families with the greatest needs as the system expands. 
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cFUND OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
FULLY AND FAIRLY
We call for an end to corporate tax loopholes and subsidies, for 
a fair tax on gas drillers, and for halting any new prison construction.

DEVELOP SUSTAINABLE 
COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
We call for all new School Improvement Grants 
to be dedicated toward a sustainable community 
schools strategy.

END SCHOOL ‘PUSHOUT’ AND THE 
SCHOOL-TO-PRISON PIPELINE
We call for the Department of Education to provide funding and 
incentives aimed at improving school climate, reducing the use 
of exclusionary discipline, and limiting the !ow of students from 
schools to the juvenile and criminal justice systems. 

ENSURE MORE LEARNING, 
LESS TESTING 
We call for a full review of the impact of the Keystone Exams 
on disaggregated student populations within each school 
district in order to determine whether these exams best 
serve the needs of students and families as well as improve 
accountability measures within school districts.

REQUIRE ACCOUNTABILITY 
AND TRANSPARENCY FOR 
CHARTER SCHOOLS
We must restore local control of school districts so that locally 
elected/appointed boards can regulate charter growth, balance 
the needs of students in traditional and charter schools, monitor 
academic and "scal performance, and revoke the charters 
of schools that perform poorly. Charter legislation should 
require schools to use a common application; to make public 
its discipline, suspension and expulsion policies; and to report 
annually on student attrition, suspensions and expulsions. Until 
Pennsylvania enacts appropriate oversight, accountability and 
transparency—and evaluates and validates charter schools’ 
academic and "scal ef"cacy—we call for an immediate 
moratorium on new charter schools and for-pro"t cyber 
charter schools.

PROVIDE UNIVERSAL EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
We call for every 3- and 4-year-old child in Pennsylvania to 
have access to a public pre-K program by 2018 that meets 
high-quality instructional standards and accreditations. 
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